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The traditional tree of life shows eukaryotes as a distinct lineage
of living things, but many studies have suggested that the first
eukaryotic cells were chimeric, descended from both Eubacteria
(through the mitochondrion) and Archaebacteria. Eukaryote nuclei
thus contain genes of both eubacterial and archaebacterial origins,
and these genes have different functions within eukaryotic cells.
Here we report that archaebacterium-derived genes are signifi-
cantly more likely to be essential to yeast viability, are more highly
expressed, and are significantly more highly connected and more
central in the yeast protein interaction network. These findings
hold irrespective of whether the genes have an informational or
operational function, so that many features of eukaryotic genes
with prokaryotic homologs can be explained by their origin, rather
than their function. Taken together, our results show that genes of
archaebacterial origin are in some senses more important to yeast
metabolism than genes of eubacterial origin. This importance
reflects these genes’ origin as the ancestral nuclear component of
the eukaryotic genome.
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As one of the three domains of cellular life, the eukaryotes are
typically described as the sister group to the archaebacteria.

This sister group relationship describes the evolutionary history of
the “nuclear-cytoplasmic” component of eukaryotes, with mito-
chondria and plastids being of endosymbiotic bacterial origin
(e.g., ref. 1). In this traditional scenario, the unique features of
extant eukaryotes were gradually acquired in the eukaryote stem
group before the endosymbiotic acquisition of the mitochondrion.
Thus, the acquisition of the mitochondrion was an important, but
not foundational, step in eukaryote origins, occurring subsequent
to the evolution of many characteristic features of eukaryotic cell
biology. Early molecular phylogenies of ribosomal RNA genes
support this scenario (see refs. 2 and 3 for reviews), as do several
other molecular markers. Many nuclear genes are more closely
related to eubacterial homologs than to any known arch-
aebacterial sequence (4, 5) and appear to have been transferred
to the nucleus from the ancestral mitochondrial genome by
a process known as endosymbiotic gene transfer (1, 6). A similar
process occurred after other symbiotic events, for example, the
introduction of many chloroplast-derived genes into the nuclei of
green plants (6).
An alternative view of eukaryotic nuclear-cytoplasmic origins,

first suggested by Lake (7–9) is that this lineage arose from
within, rather than as a sister to, the archaebacteria. This view is
supported by molecular phylogenies showing that many eukary-
ote genes actually derive from within the archaebacterial domain
(7–11), including a recent reanalysis of informational genes with
modern phylogenetic methods (10). It also has become clear that
those eukaryotes that lack mitochondria either are derived
from organisms that have mitochondria or themselves host hydro-
genosomes or mitosomes, which are degenerate relicts of mito-
chondria (3, 12). Thus, all known eukaryotes possessed mitochondria

at some point in their evolutionary history, suggesting either that the
acquisition of the mitochondrion might have occurred early in
eukaryote evolution (or at least that the characteristic features of
extant eukaryotic cell biology arose after the initial mitochondrial
endosymbiosis) or that many important lineages of primitively
amitochondriate transitional “protoeukaryotes” have gone ex-
tinct. Various alternative scenarios have been proposed to explain
the chimeric (archaebacterial and eubacterial) nature of eukary-
otic genomes (3, 13, 14–16), some involving symbioses or “cell
fusions” quite different in character from what we call the tra-
ditional scenario (5, 14, 17). These ideas remain somewhat con-
troversial (18, 19), but appear to be supported by a growing body
of empirical evidence (12, 20).
However they arose, eukaryotic nuclei clearly contain homo-

logs to both eubacterial and archaebacterial genes, and a growing
number of phylogenetic studies confirm that nuclear genes are
derived from multiple sources (7, 12, 21, 22). Previous studies
(23, 24) confirm that about half of the eukaryotic genes have
homologs in prokaryotes, and that most of these homologs are
eubacterial. Furthermore, archaebacterial and eubacterial homo-
logs are known to fulfill broadly different functions in eukaryotic
cells, with eubacterial homologs largely involved in “operational”
metabolic processes and archaebacterial homologs largely in-
volved in the “informational” processes of transcription, trans-
lation, and replication (23, 25). These different functions sug-
gest that the different partners played different roles in the
formation of the earliest eukaryotic cell. Here we reveal other
fundamental differences between the contributions of the two
partner genomes.

Results
Our results are based on identifying prokaryote homologs of
eukaryotic genes, examining every gene in the Saccharomyces
cerevisiae genome. They support recent studies (23, 24) in
showing that many eukaryotic genes are related to prokaryotic
genes (2,460 of 6,704 genes), and that ∼75% of these have
eubacterial affinities. For 1,980 yeast genes, the strongest
BLAST hit is to a eubacterial gene, and for 480 yeast genes, the
strongest hit is archaebacterial; 952 genes have only eubacterial
homologs, showing no homology to any archaebacterial se-
quence, whereas 216 genes have only archaebacterial homologs.
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We carried out a number of phylogenetic analyses of 1,717 of
these gene families, with only the very largest families not sub-
jected to these analyses. The proportions of genes ascribed
eubacterial ancestry and archaebacterial ancestry remained
similar (see SI Results for details). These data confirm a signifi-
cant bias toward archaebacterial homology for genes with in-
formational functions [odds ratio (OR), 2.37; 95% confidence
interval (CI), 1.59–3.52]. Although significant, this is not a clear-
cut distinction, given that genes with archaebacterial homologs
are involved in most of the biological processes of the yeast cell.
These absolute numbers of homologs suggest a larger role for

genes with eubacterial homologs. Absolute numbers do not nec-
essarily tell the whole story, however, given that genes may differ
in function in many different ways, such as through different
patterns of expression and involvement in different metabolic
pathways. To explore this functional dimension, we mapped our
homologs onto data from a comprehensive gene knockout study
(26), identifying each gene as having either a lethal or a viable
deletion phenotype. Lethal genes are more than twice as likely to
have archaebacterial homologs than eubacterial homologs (OR,
2.23; 95% CI, 1.97–2.53). One possible explanation for this is that
the informational functions of genes with archaebacterial homol-
ogy are likely to be essential to cellular viability, and indeed in-
formational genes are more often lethal than operational genes
(OR, 2.98; 95% CI, 2.03–4.40). This does not explain our result,
however, because both informational and operational genes with
archaebacterial homologs are more likely to be lethal than those
with eubacterial homologs. Furthermore, the greater propensity to
lethality of archaebacterial genes is very similar across the two
categories (for informational genes, OR, 2.01; 95% CI, 0.92–4.41;
for operational genes, OR, 1.89; 95% CI, 1.43–2.47). Although the
relatively small number of informational genes means that we
cannot reject the null hypothesis of no association for this subset
of the data, we note that the estimated strength of this effect is
actually greater for informational genes than for operational
genes, confirming that the lack of significance is due to a lack of
power in the test for informational genes. Counts of genes in each
category are given in SI Results.
The foregoing results are robust to details of the data and

analysis, but we emphasize that these are large-scale patterns
rather than clear distinctions. Many archaebacterial homologs
have operational functions with both viable and lethal deletion
phenotypes, as do many informational eubacterial homologs.
Homology, function, and phenotype are also not strongly associ-
ated with the metabolic pathway in which the genes are involved
(Fig. 1 and Fig. S3). Most pathways contain both eubacterial and
archaebacterial homologs, and the distribution of these within
pathways shows no clear general pattern. Although we have not
attempted a large-scale analysis of metabolic pathway structure or
evolution, it is clear that some pathways (e.g., phospholipid and
sphingolipid metabolism) are largely eubacterial, some have
connected eubacterial and archaebacterial components (e.g.,
sterol synthesis), and others are a complex mixture of genes of
different homologies (e.g., tyrosine, tryptophan, and phenylala-
ninemetabolism). Three other example pathways are presented in
SI Materials and Methods.
In an effort to explain the greater essentiality of archaebacteria-

related genes, we examined other data that might shed light on
the differing cellular functions of these genes and their protein
products. Using data from RNAseq experiments (27), we found
significantly greater expression of genes with archaebacterial ho-
mologs (Table 1). The average number of tags that could be at-
tached to genes of archaebacterial origin was 164.64 (95% CI,
131.0–198.5), compared with 73.81 (95% CI, 61.03–86.46) for
eubacteria. This is a >2-fold difference on average. No significant
differences are seen between the expression levels of operational
and informational gene categories (Table S4).

Genes with archaebacterial homologs are more central and
more highly connected in the yeast protein interaction network
(28–30) (Fig. S4 and Table 1; see SI Materials and Methods for
details on data and methods), which has been shown to reflect
greater essentiality (29, 31). This difference is partly explained by
the greater centrality and connectedness of informational genes,
but a statistically significant difference is still observed for opera-
tional genes alone (Table S4). Furthermore, operational genes
whose products interact directly with the products of genes with
informational functions are more likely to have a lethal knockout
phenotype compared with other operational genes; however, be-
cause this effect is similar for both archaebacterial and eubacterial
homologs, the pattern of protein–protein interactions does not
explain our main result (SI Results).
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Fig. 1. Distribution of homologs for yeast genes. Homologs are listed by
homology domain, functional category, and deletion phenotype. (A) Best-hit
domain. (B) Unambiguous hits, with homology only to one of the two
prokaryotic domains. Light bars represent lethal genes and dark bars repre-
sent viable genes in each domain. Note that the number of genes is plotted
on a log axis.
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Finally, eubacterial homologs show more duplicate copies
(paralogs) within the yeast genome, suggesting that a greater de-
gree of genetic redundancy is protecting the cell against deletion
of eubacterial homologs. Although there is a significant difference
in the number of duplicate copies between operational genes and
informational genes, the significant difference in the number of
duplicates between archaeal and eubacterial homologs is consis-
tent for both functional groups. However, unlike our other find-
ings, this result is sensitive to the dataset used (SI Results), and
other studies have found little evidence of a relationship between
duplication and redundancy (32), which may vary with the func-
tion and mode of duplication of the genes and even between
genomes (33).

Discussion
Genes of different origins play significantly different roles in
eukaryotic cells that cannot be explained by the functional (opera-
tional vs. informational) distinction between sets of genes. Genes of
archaebacterial origin and those of eubacterial origin differ signif-
icantly in many aspects, including essentiality, expression level, and
centrality in protein interaction networks. This complex pattern
suggests that this is a signal of the history of the yeast genome.
Our methods do not allow us to estimate the timing or exact

source of the genes that we identify as having homology to genes
from different prokaryotic domains. These genes could be found
in the yeast genome as a result of more recent lateral gene
transfer (LGT), rather than being a relict of mitochondrial en-
dosymbiosis. Both pre-eukaryogenesis LGT events among and
between groups of prokaryotes (34, 35) and LGT from either
group to eukaryotes (21) could have affected some of our data.
Although there are plenty of examples of prokaryote-to-eukaryote
LGT, there is limited evidence of LGT being an important mode
of genome evolution in most eukaryotes (36). Extensive inves-
tigation has found no conclusive evidence of prokaryotic genes
in the human genome, and there appears to be little evidence of
prokaryotic gene transfer into the yeast genome (37, 38), al-
though there may be methodological problems with these studies
(36). The statistically significant results of our analyses are even
more surprising in light of these processes. Although it seems
likely that recently acquired genes would occupy peripheral roles
in cellular metabolism or regulation, we know of no proposed
mechanism to explain the very different lethality of genes from
archaebacterial and eubacterial sources if recent LGT is respon-
sible for many of the prokaryotic homologs that we observe,
unless there is some systematic difference in the timing of LGT
from the two domains.
If most of the prokaryotic homologs that we observe are

descended from the fusion of a eubacterium and archaebacte-
rium to form the first eukaryotic cell, then our results can be
interpreted in terms of the different roles of the two ancestors. In
this scenario, genes from the archaebacterial host formed the
original eukaryote nucleus and so have been cointeracting for
a longer time and form a core part of metabolism. Incoming
eubacterial genes, from genome fusion or from subsequent en-
dosymbiotic gene transfer (our data cannot distinguish between

the two scenarios), have more peripheral roles in the network of
protein interactions that controls metabolism, because the
archaebacterial genes that performed essential functions might
have been more difficult to displace by the influx of eubacterial
genes. Although genes of eubacterial affinity seem to have
replaced large parts of this ancestral metabolism, our findings
suggest that much of eukaryotic metabolism may have been built
on an ancestral foundation that still plays a central role in the
eukaryotic cell. Our results also support other ideas about ge-
nome evolution. For instance, the complexity hypothesis proposes
that genes that encode proteins in large complexes are highly
connected and thus less likely to experience LGT (39). Our
findings add to the evidence indicating that the protein interaction
network of yeast shows significant historical structure (40), con-
firming that subsequent evolution has not completely erased the
effect of ancient evolutionary history on eukaryotic genomes.
Whatever the source of the prokaryote homologs that we have

identified, our results demonstrate that whereas eubacteria have
made a greater quantitative contribution to yeast metabolism,
the archaebacteria made a different, arguably more important
contribution. These results are compatible with previous findings
(12, 20) and with some ideas about the origin of the eukaryotic
cell (13, 41).
It is not clear that the historical process of eukaryogenesis should

be able to help us understand the biology of modern eukaryotic
cells, given that > 2.5 billion years (42) of evolution have shuffled
genes between pathways, changed expression levels, and altered
the interactions between gene products. For example, only half of
eukaryotic genes have an identifiable prokaryotic homolog, and no
large functional category consists solely of genes with homology to
a sole prokaryotic domain. Rapid genomic changes are likely to
have followed eukaryogenesis, as they did when genomes fused
more recently (43), so it is remarkable that some of the original
partners’ contributions might have persisted for > 1 billion years
of evolution.
Yeast metabolism, and presumably eukaryotic metabolism in

general, is a complex tapestry of prokaryotic threads and eukary-
otic innovations. Our analysis of the features of eukaryotic genes
that have a prokaryotic history shows that a protein’s group of
origin plays an important role in defining its expression profile,
likelihood of lethality, and position and connectivity in a protein
interaction network independent of the actual function of the
protein. This suggests that the roles of genes from the various
partners in the eukaryotic cell differ in ways beyond the simple
split between operational and informational functions.

Materials and Methods
Homology Search. To produce a homology search that would be both sensitive
and specific, we built a profile alignment of the amino acid sequence of
a range of eukaryotic homologs for each yeast gene, then used PSI-BLAST
(44) to search against a database of 197 eubacterial and 22 archaebacterial
genome sequences. To build the profile alignments for PSI-BLAST, each
protein-coding gene in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome sequence
[downloaded from the Cogent database (45)] was compared with the
protein-coding gene content of six other eukaryotic genomes (Caeno-
rhabditis elegans, Arabidopsis thaliana, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, Neu-

Table 1. Functional correlates of prokaryote homology for yeast genes

Data Eubacterial Archaebacterial All P value (arch ≤ bact)

Expression level: number of tags 73.81 (61.03– 86.46) 164.64 (131.0–198.5) 85.89 (78.80–93.09) < 0.0001
Closeness centrality in interaction network 0.314 (0.312–0.316) 0.324 (0.321–0.327) 0.316 (0.315–0.317) < 0.0001
Degree in interaction network 15.91 (15.20–16.62) 20.90 (19.33–22.48) 18.02 (17.60–18.48) < 0.0001
Number of paralogs in yeast genome 13.13 (12.09–14.16) 8.02 (6.89–9.22) 7.58 (7.14–8.04) 1

Values are listed by domain of best BLAST hit, showing means and 95% bootstrap percentile CIs for the mean of each parameter (calculated using the
nonparametric bootstrap). P values are bootstrap probabilities for the mean of the statistic in archaebacterial homologs being less than or equal to the mean
in eubacterial homologs, based on 10,000 replicates.
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rospora crassa, Ashbya gossypii, and Trypanosoma cruzi) downloaded from
the same source. For each yeast gene, a multiple sequence alignment of the
yeast gene and the best (i.e., lowest e-value) hit with e < 0.001 from each of
these genomes was constructed using the alignment program MUSCLE (46)
with default settings. This alignment, of between one and seven sequences
(depending on how many eukaryotic genomes had a hit with e < 0.001 for
the yeast gene) was used as a seed profile for a PSI-BLAST search against the
combined database of prokaryotic protein sequences, with an e-value cutoff
of 1 × 10−6. Genes were classified as homologs to the prokaryotic domains
in two different ways. In the least stringent case, genes were assigned to
whichever domain their best BLAST hit sequence belonged, being consid-
ered ambiguous only if they had equally good best hits in both domains
(Results and Fig. 1A). In the second case, genes were considered ambiguous
unless all BLAST hits with an e-value below the cutoff were in the
same domain.

Functional Comparisons. Comparisons of domain homology and knockout
phenotype, functional category, expression level, and interaction network
position were carried out using Perl scripts (available from the authors on
request). Genes annotated with Gene Ontology (GO) (47) terms “trans-
lation,” “transcription,” “DNA-dependent DNA replication” or any of their
subterms were considered informational; all other genes were considered
operational. Interaction network statistics were calculated using the Pajek

(48) package. GO mappings were downloaded from the Saccharomyces
Genome Database (49), RNAseq data were obtained from Nagalakshmi et al.
(27), knockout phenotype data were downloaded from the comprehensive
yeast genome database (50), and protein interaction data were obtained
from BioGRID (30).

Statistical Analysis. We describe the strength of associations between factors
using ORs (51); for example, the odds of being archaebacterial for in-
formational genes is calculated as the probability of an informational gene
having an archaebacterial homolog, divided by the probability of the gene
having a eubacterial homolog. We can similarly calculate the odds of being
archaebacterial for operational genes. The OR is the ratio of these two odds.
Thus, this statistic is not affected by the absolute sizes of the different cat-
egories. To test the significance of associations, we constructed a 95% CI for
the OR under a normal approximation to the log OR (51). A significant as-
sociation is one for which this CI does not overlap unity.
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